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Users recieve a surprise after they click on a mysterious link on the website recreatu
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1 - Rescreatu

It was a normal day as usual and I was on the computer playing Rescreatu. Not that I was supposed to.

I mean really I get distracted a lot and half the time my mum thinks I'm doing my homework.

Right now I'm supposed to be doing my homework but I can't be bothered. Its not that I don't like school.
Its just that... well... I get stressed and I, Well anyway, This was the day that my whole life changed.

I noticed that there was a new update so I checked it out and there was a link and it said ‘click this if you
dare.’ Shrugging I clicked it and a portal suddenly opened and I was sucked through it.

“AHHHHHH” I screamed as I landed on Haywire on mistake. I got up and looked at Haywire and
blushed.

“Sorry about that…what in Scria am I?” I asked confused and looked around,

“Patrick thought it be funny to transport us to a island with our creatus” Haywire said and I looked at him
and rolled my eyes.

"Ahhhhhh" Wolfy accidentally drops on a pile of cookies. "

Whats with the pile of cookies??" Wolfy asked

"Nights! You just sat and broke all my cookies!" Zookie screeched

"Umm....You can't quite well expect me to land somewhere else when I press a button and then
suddenly end up in...Where are we?....Scria?" Wolfy replied

" My poor poor cookies" Zookie mumbled.

"I will buy you a million cookies later Zookie" Wolfy said

"Yay!" Zookie laughed and danced.

DJ rolled her eyes as she was hanging upside down from a tree,

“I wanna harm Patrick so badly now!” DJ screamed.

I looked over and suddenly Asheri came crashing down and landed on Haywire.

“Oof, why do I get hit by users?” Haywire moaned as Asheri got off
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